Beyond vitiligo guidelines: combined stratified/personalized approaches for the vitiligo patient.
'Vitiligo' is a word that bears endless possibilities and no promises. Each vitiligo patient has a different story that demands a different therapeutic approach. Even though great efforts have been made to evaluate, study, compare and document the different therapeutic modalities available for vitiligo, clearly handling their modes of actions as well as their side effects and establishing clear stratified guidelines, numerous dilemmas are frequently met on practical grounds. 'Stabilize', 'repigment', 'depigment' or 'camouflage'? 'for whom and how do we achieve the best results' ? 'Separately or in combination ? - questions that need to be answered and decisions need to be taken in the appropriate timing and altered when the necessity arises. In the current viewpoint, we have utilized the available knowledge and exploited years of experience in an attempt to go beyond the guidelines to set the rationale for an optimal and personalized therapy, within the framework of a stratified approach.